In this paper we deepen the study of the nonlinear principal components introduced by Salinelli in 1998, referring to a real random variable. New insights on their probabilistic and statistical meaning are given with some properties. An estimation procedure based on spline functions, adapting to a statistical framework the classical Rayleigh-Ritz method, is introduced. Asymptotic properties of the estimator are proved, providing an upper bound for the rate of convergence under suitable mild conditions. Some applications to the goodness-of-fit test and the construction of bivariate distributions are proposed.
Introduction
Linear Principal Components Analysis (LPCA) of a real random vector is a well-known multivariate statistical technique mainly appreciated as a dimensional reduction tool in data analysis. Many different but equivalent definitions of LPCs are known (see [24] ) concerning in any case the goal of finding a linear change of coordinates such that the transformed random vector has uncorrelated components or, in other words, its covariance operator is in diagonal form. The more general definition of LPCs for functional variables (see [15] ), based on the Karhunen-Loève decomposition, follows the same idea. Starting from the 70's, a rich literature which extends LPCA to the more general context of nonlinear transformations has been developed, motivated by the aim of detecting nonlinear structures in random vectors. Several different but not equivalent definitions of "nonlinear" principal components have been proposed (for a short survey see the introduction in [32] ) each one based on the generalization of some property of LPCs. Many of these definitions give countable many nonlinear PCs for a random vector, excluding a priori the possibility of using them in the reduction of dimensionality and then raising the need to deepen their statistical meaning and applicability. To this group of definitions belongs the one proposed in [31] : nonlinear principal components (in the sequel NLPCs) of a random vector with zero mean and positive definite covariance matrix were introduced as a solution of a variance maximization problem over the weighted Sobolev space of real valued nonlinear transformations which are centered, square integrable and differentiable in the weak sense, with square integrable first derivatives. Some results on the existence of NLPC transformations and their properties were proved for densities bounded away from zero and infinity, whereas in [32] the NLPCs of a Gaussian random vector were considered, obtaining a characterization result and giving new insight on the so-called "horse-shoe" effect. However, in these works, the probabilistic and statistical meaning of NLPCs and the problem of their estimation and applications were not investigated. The aim of this paper is to face these questions in the one-dimensional case, that is for random variables (r.v.s). This choice is justified by several different reasons: first, given the depart of NLPCs from the classical idea of LPC as a reduction of dimensionality, in order to explore the statistical meaning of NLPCs it is not too restrictive to consider the one-dimensional case where PCA make no sense, gaining however in simplicity and mathematical tractability; second, as shown later on, it is possible to prove some results on the transformations of random variables which do not appear easily extensible to a multivariate context; furthermore, we feel that the analysis of the one-dimensional case could give some insight on the possibility to expand the idea, only sketched in [31] , of introducing marginal nonlinear principal components of a random vector. Our work is organized in three parts. In the first one (Sections 2 and 3), specializing the definition given in [31] , we introduce optimal transformations of a random variable as solution of a variance maximization problem with a normalization differential constraint, calling them, by analogy with the multivariate case, nonlinear principal components. We show how this maximization problem on a functional space can be solved with the so-called direct method of the calculus of variations on which, in the second part, we base the estimation procedure proposed. The probabilistic-statistical meaning of NLPCs is clarified under two different, but related, points of view. From one part we show that the first (i.e. with maximum variance) NLPC transformation is equal to the optimal transformation (i.e. the one that realize the equality) in the ChernoffPoincaré inequality (see e.g. [7] , [12] , [13] ): thus, all the NLPC transformations can be considered optimal transformations for suitable restricted Chernoff-Poincaré inequalities. From another point of view, we show how finding NLPCs is equivalent to determining a complete basis of the weighted Sobolev space on which is posed the maximization variance problem which diagonalizes the extension to this space of the covariance operator associated to the random variable considered: hence NLPCs transformations and their variances are the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues respectively of this extended covariance operator. Besides, we have obtained further improvements with respect to what obtained in [31] and [32] : the assumptions on the density of the initial r.v. are weakened, new examples (with a non existence case) are presented, we prove a symmetry result for the NLPCs transformations and the monotonicity of the first one, a result that do not extend to the multivariate case. Using this last result, we are able to prove a weak version of a characterization result known in the Chernoff-Poincaré literature. The second part (Sections 4, 5 and 7) of our work is devoted to introducing and analyzing an estimation procedure of NLPCs based on splines, adapting in a statistical perspective the classical Rayleigh-Ritz method. After defining the estimator, we derive its explicit expression showing how the problem of estimating the NLPC transformations reduces to a generalized eigenvalue one. Then we give some asymptotic results. In particular, we prove that the empirical estimates of NLPCs exist and they are unique except on an event whose probability approaches zero as the sample size tends to infinity. Moreover, under mild regularity conditions on the NLPCs transformations, by choosing the degree of the splines and the number of knots properly, we obtain an upper bound for the rate of convergence in probability. A simulation study completes the analysis, showing the performances of the proposed estimator. In the third part (Section 6) we suggest how to use in practice NLPCs, discussing two possible applications: the aim is to show how some properties of NLPCs turn out interesting in statistical frameworks involving distributional aspects. More precisely, we apply the characterization property in defining a goodness-of-fit test. Here we illustrate this idea in testing uniformity: we carry out a simulation study from which the good performances of this procedure emerge. Moreover, since NLPCs transformations represent a suitable basis of the functional space associated to the density of a r.v., they may help in the study of the dependence structure between two r.v.s. In this perspective we dwell on the study of the properties of a family of bivariate dependent variables, constructed using NLPCs.
Notation, definitions and existence results
We start by recalling briefly the definition of nonlinear principal component for a real, absolutely continuous (a.c.) random vector X with density f X having support a domain (an open and connected set) D ⊆ R p given in [31] . The starting point was to note that the normalization constraint a j Hilbert space with respect to the inner product u, v 0 = E [uv] with induced norm u 0 = u, u 0 , whereasẆ
X is an inner product space with respect to u, u 1 
X to be a separable Hilbert space (see [22] ) that will assume in the sequel is
Note that several usual distributions as e.g. the uniform, exponential or normal ones, satisfy (3).
As well known, in classical PCA the normalization constraint a j 2 R p = 1 implies the boundedness of the variance E a T X of the transformed variables, which is a necessary condition for the existence of LPCs. The differential normalization constraint E u (X) 2 = 1 plays the same role in the nonlinear framework of Definition 1, but its effectiveness can not be taken for granted: the existence of a constant C, depending on the domain D, such that
is not assured for any a.c. r.v.. The inequality (4) is known as the ChernoffPoincaré inequality (in the sequel CP-inequality). The interest for it in the probabilistic-statistical literature has notably grown starting from the seminal work of Chernoff ([13] ) on the CP-inequality for Gaussian random variables. Nowadays several results on the validity of (4) for different univariate and multivariate distributions and some different applications to the characterization of the normal and uniform distributions, or to the Central Limit Theorem are known (see e.g. [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [21] and [23] ). Note that, fixed X ∈ Υ (D), if there exists u * ∈Ẇ
1,2
X which realizes equality in (4) with E u * (X) 2 = 1, then u * = ϕ 1 that is Z = u * (X) is the first NLPC of X and the (optimal) Poincaré constant C represents its variance. The same reasoning extend to the others NLPC transformations. The jth NLPC transformation ϕ j (if there exists) of X ∈ Υ (D) is the optimal transformation (that is C j = E ϕ j (X) 2 ) of the restricted CP-inequality:
(5) A final remark: since the CP-constant C can be defined as
it is possible to find r.v.s (see Example 11 later on) for which the CPinequality holds but that do not have NLPCs. Now we prove an existence result recurring to the so-called direct methods of the calculus of variations (see [6] ), on which is based the estimation procedure introduced in Section 5. We set, for the sake of convenience,
Theorem 2 If the embedding I
X →L 2 X is compact, then problem (2) admits countably many solutions ϕ j .
Proof. The first step to solve (2) is to look for solutions of the problem
Note that F [u] ≥ 0 and, assuming the validity of (4), there exists a constant 
the previous approach is applied to the sets Ψ j defined in (5) giving the existence of two sequences {λ j } and {ϕ j } such that
Remark 3 The relation (7) can be stated equivalently in terms of the so-
where
Note that, by construction, λ j represents the variance of the r.v. Z j = ϕ j (X).
Next theorem gives some further insights on the statistical meaning of NLPCs. We recall that the covariance operator V of a random variable with values in a real separable Hilbert space H, having finite second moments is the unique linear operator from the dual H to H such that
Theorem 4
The solutions λ j and ϕ j of problem (2) 
Proof. We prove only the first statement, the others being standard consequences of the spectral theory of linear compact operators in Hilbert spaces (see [6] , [14] ). If ϕ 1 is the first solution of (2), applying the Lagrangian multipliers method, there exists a real positive constant λ 1 such that
with the natural boundary conditions (possibly to be intended as limit):
The continuity of
X , for any fixed u ∈L 2 X that follows by the CP-inequality, implies by Riesz representation theorem, the existence of a continuous linear operator G :
X defined by
Thus equation (8) can be written as
i.e., equality (8) 
Note that the elements ϕ j are ordered by their variances. An extensive use of Fourier expansions of r.v.s was made in the work of Lancaster and its school (see e.g. [25] ): in the framework of bivariate r.v.s (X, Y ) they generalized the canonical linear analysis to a nonlinear context. We will see in Section 6 that many ideas for the applications of the nonlinear canonical variables in the study of the dependence structure between two r.v.s may be extended also for NLPCs. The previous discussion puts in evidence that a key result is the compactness of the embedding I D : several conclusions about it are collected in the following theorem (see [1] , [6] ). 
is positive in every compact interval K ⊂ D, and near the boundary ∂D can be expressed as f X (x) = g (δ), where g ∈ C 1 is positive, nondecreasing, with bounded derivative, such that lim δ→0 + g (δ) = 0 and We conclude this section observing that the regularity of the quadratic function which defines the functional F implies that the regularity of the eigenfunctions ϕ j strictly depends on the regularity of the density f X . More
for all j and m ≥ 1.
Some examples and further results
The examples presented in this section are based on the possibility to analytically compute the NLPC transformations as solutions of the Euler equation associated to problem (2) . It is a standard fact (see e.g. [6] ) that a normalized (inẆ (8)) is a weak solution corresponding to the constant ξ j = λ −1 j of the SturmLiouville problem (SLP) with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (see [35] )
From an operatorial point of view this means that ϕ j is the j-th eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue ξ j of the differential operator G (the inverse of G) defined by
A strong solution of (14) is a function u : D → R such that u and its quasiderivative f X u are absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval of D and the equation is satisfied a.e. on D.
it is called singular. The same definitions hold for b. Note that the regularity condition is stronger than (3) that guaranteesẆ
X is Hilbert.
Remark 7 If ξ j and ϕ j solve (14) then, by an integration by parts, we obtain
where the last equality descends from ϕ j ∈L 2 X . Hence for any NLPCs transformation it holds:
The simplest example of what exposed above is the following.
Example 8 (see [31] 
by condition i) in Theorem 5, admits NLPCs. Solving (14) we obtain
this last is the optimal CP-constant obtained by direct computation in [30] .
The following example concerns a non-symmetric r.v. which satisfies (12) .
Example 9 Consider the r.v. X with density
where, fixed b and c such that
Solving the associated Sturm-Liouville problem
with Neumann condition y (b) = y (c) = 0, for j ∈ N\ {0} one finds
with corresponding NLPCs variances
Note that, as prescribed by Theorem 4, we have
The next example, treating a singular case on a bounded domain, shows that even when it is not immediate to derive an explicit form of NLPC transformations, their existence can be however stated.
Example 10 Let us consider the family of generalized beta distributions with density f X defined by
where C is the normalization constant. Note that for α = 0 we obtain the uniform distribution, for α > 0 we have the density of an unimodal symmetric distribution (in particular, for α = 1/2 the Wigner one).
All the r.v.s of this family admit NLPCs. In fact, for α = 0 the result is stated in Example 8. Noting that
having set δ (x) = 1 − |x| and applying ii) of Theorem 5, the existence of NLPC transformations is proved for α ≥ 1. With a similar reasoning the same conclusion holds for 0 < α < 1 thanks to Theorem 8.8 in [19] .
If the support D is unbounded, the existence of NLPCs is not guaranteed, as showed in the following example.
Example 11 The r.v. X ∈ Υ [−α −1 , +∞) with α > 0 and density
does not satisfy the necessary condition of compactness of Remark 6. Operating as in Example 9, it is easy to prove that the associated SturmLiouville problem has no solutions, i.e. X has not optimal transformations satisfying (2).
We note that for an exponential distribution with density f X (x) = αe −αx on (0, +∞) the CP-inequality
was proved in [21] (for a related but different inequality see also [8] ). Observe that equality in (21) can not be reached by any L 2 X function; furthermore, 4/α 2 is the reciprocal of the value of ξ which corresponds to a null discriminant of the characteristic equation associated to (19) and (see Example 9) :
We show now that the normal distribution admits NLPCs.
Example 12 (see [32] 
where H j is the j-th Hermite polynomial
The variances λ j of the NLPCs Z j = ϕ j (X) are expressed in a simple form in terms of the variance of X:
The first NLPC transformation is the identity function ϕ 1 (x) = x: as proved in [32] in a multivariate framework, this happens only in the Gaussian case. The optimal Poincaré constant λ 1 = σ 2 coincides with the one found in [13] . Note furthermore that λ 2 coincides with the restricted CP-constant R * X introduced in [23] as
, that is, to be orthogonal to the first NLPC transformation ϕ 1 and to have centered first derivative coincides: Proof. If f X is even, then the operator G defined in (15) is even in the following sense:
This is a direct consequence of the Stein equality (compare with (16)) for Gaussian distributions
and this implies (see [2] ) that its eigenfunctions are odd or even. Since the dominant eigenfunction, by Theorem 4 (iii), has one and only one zero, it must be odd. The orthogonality properties of ϕ j 's imply the general part of the thesis.
Remark 14 Theorem 13 implies that if f X is even then ϕ 2 is the transformation which corresponds to the optimal CP-constant
The second result we present concerns a monotonicity property of the first NLPC transformation, result which can not be extended to the others NLPCs transformations.
Proof. We assume for simplicity D = [a, b], since the proof can be straightforwardly extended to the unbounded case. By the assumptions it follows the existence of the first NLPC transformation
and the positivity of ξ 1 and f X implies ϕ 1 (c) = 0. From Theorem 4 (iii) c is the unique interior zero of ϕ 1 , hence ϕ 1 has constant sign on D.
and hence it would exist h ∈ (a, d) such that g (h) = 0 and consequently ϕ 1 (h) = 0. Since ϕ 1 is the dominant solution of (14) it follows h = c.
The following proposition shows that, in several cases, the knowledge of only the first NLPC transformation univocally determines the density of X. The conclusion and the proof (which we omit) substantially agree with the ones presented in Lemma 4.2 in [12] and Theorem 3.8 in [10] regarding the optimal transformation for the CP-inequality but, differently from these authors, we do not need to make any assumption on the first derivative of ϕ 1 as a consequence of our Theorem 15. X generated by B-splines (see e.g. [16] and [33] ). In such a way we obtain nonparametric estimates of the eigenfunctions ϕ j and the corresponding eigenvalues λ j of the covariance operator G defined in (10). We will refer to a r. 
We define the estimator λ j,k,n of the j-th eigenvalue λ j of G as The technical aspects which illustrate how to convert problem (23) into a generalized eigenvalue problem and thus to obtain an explicit expression for the estimates of NLPCs transformations by means of B-splines are discussed in the Section 7. We state the main asymptotic results on the estimators λ j,k,n and ϕ j,k,n . (a) a unique solution to problem (23) exists except on an event whose probability goes to zero as n → +∞;
(b) when n → +∞ the following results hold:
The proof of this theorem directly follows from Theorems 22 and 23 in Section 7. More precisely, in Theorem 22 we obtain the convergence of the population spline approximation λ j,k and ϕ j,k to λ j and ϕ j respectively. 
The assumption (H2) and the regularity hypothesis (H3) are typical in many studies of asymptotic properties of nonparametric estimators as, for example, in the estimation of the regression function (see among the others [5] ), in the estimation of optimal transformations of variables (see [4] ) or in deriving rates of convergence of splines estimates of additive principal components (see [17] ). 
Simulation study
To asses the practical performance of the proposed estimator we run a simulation study: we make comparison between the estimations of the NLPC transformations obtained in the Examples 8, 9 and 12 when sample size varies. Our aim is to compare some empirical measures for the distributions of the estimated eigenvalues (mean, standard deviation and mean square error) and the following error criterion for the eigenfunctions
where M is the number of simulations in each case study and h ϕ j,k,n denotes the estimation of ϕ j at the h-th simulation. We base simulations on the following operative conditions:
1. sample sizes are n = 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000;
2. we provide the results on the first two eigenvalues λ j and eigenfunctions ϕ j (j = 1, 2) for the uniform distribution on (−1, 1), the truncate exponential on (−1, 2) and the standardized normal N (0, 1);
3. the number of simulations for each setting of experimental factors is M = 2000.
As in the greatest part of the applications of spline functions, we work with cubic splines (d = 3): this choice is sufficient to guarantee the wished degree of regularity of the estimates. The number of knots varies between 3 and 15. Differently from condition (H1) in Theorem 18, the knots are placed at sample quantiles: this choice does not invalidate the results of the theorem, and it is desiderable in practice, as pointed out for example in [4] . For evidently reasons of synthesis in the next we collect only some selected results. The norm · 2 0 in the above defined error E 2 j is evaluated by the trapezoidal rule integration.
Uniform distribution. Tables 1 and 2 provide the results when the samples are drawn from a uniform r.v. on (−1, 1) (see also Example 8) with 3 interior knots. Note that the estimators show good performances for reasonably large sample sizes both for eigenvalues and for eigenfunctions. For n ≥ 2000, we would get similar results using 4 knots. This confirms the intuition that the parameter k has to grow quite slowly with respect to the sample size although. From Tables 1 and 2 it emerges the presence of a positive bias that decreases when n increases: in relative terms, the bias for the first eigenvalue is of the order of 10% when the sample is small and decreases under 1% when n is largest than 500. The results are better for the second eigenvalue: for n = 50 the relative bias is around 7% and it is less then 0.5% for n ≥ 500. To complete this example, we have drawn an estimate of the first two NLPCs obtained from a sample of 200 elements and 3 interior knots: the graphics of Figure 1 tends to confirm the good performances of the estimation procedure for a reasonably large sample size.
Truncated exponential distribution. Also for the truncated exponential distribution on (−1, 2) (see Example 9), results are encouraging: from Tables 3 and 4 , which summarize the results obtained with 5 knots, we can confirm the goodness of the estimator of the λs with a bias that decreases rapidly when the sample size increases and the goodness of fit of the estimated eigenfunctions. An estimate when we use a sample of size n = 200 of the first two NLPC transformations is plotted in Figure 2 : as we can see, the obtained curves are smooth and fit very well the shape of the true NLPC transformations. Normal distribution. We conclude the collection of examples by proposing the results about the estimates of eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions when the samples come from a standard normal distribution (see Example 12). Since D is unbounded, the boundary points are chosen as the minimum and the maximum of the observed data. The results (see Tables  5 and 6) , with 3 knots, are good both for the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions as is evidenced by the estimates, displayed in Figure 3 , of the first two NLPC transformations with n = 200. These results show that the estimation procedure may be used with success also when we consider a r.v. admitting NLPCs and defined on an unbounded set. 
Some applications of NLPCs
The properties discussed in Section 3 represent a theoretical support to apply NLPCs in some statistical contexts; the estimation procedure, introduced in Section 4 provides the tool that permits to make operational the NLPCs in practice. The aim of this Section is to show some examples of these possible applications, developing principally two streams: the first one based on the characterization property of the first transformation ϕ 1 proved in Theorem 16, the second one on the fact that the set of NLPCs transformations is the basis ofL 2 X that diagonalizes the covariance operator acting on this space. In particular, the characterization property is the ground in defining a goodness-of-fit test: the statistic used in the test is based on the comparison between the estimate of λ 1 and its value under the null hypothesis. About the second aspect, we show how to use the transformations in study the dependence structure of a bivariate r.v., illustrating how to construct a bivariate distribution with fixed marginals using NLPCs.
Goodness-of-fit test
We have seen in Theorem 16 that when the couple (λ 1 , ϕ 1 ) exists, it characterizes the distribution of a given r.v. X ∈ Υ (D): this fact may be exploited for constructing a goodness-of-fit test. Moreover, in some cases, some additional results linked to particular families of distributions, permit to use only λ 1 with a considerable simplification in defining the statistic in the test. We expose this idea referring to the uniform case: suppose we have to test that the distribution of X ∈ Υ ((−1, 1)) is uniform
where S is a unimodal symmetric distribution on (−1, 1) such that S ∼ U. We know (see Example 8) that the variance of the first NLPC of a uniform distribution on (−1, 1) is λ 1 = 4/π 2 and, by the result of [30] , that it is the largest Poincaré constant for all unimodal symmetric r.v.s in Υ ( (−1, 1) ). This leads to the equivalent hypotheses
We thus define the test statistic
In order to give a short but meaningful exemplification, we conduct the study for selected levels in the i.i.d. case with sample size fixed to 200. We defer to a future work a deeper analysis. We obtain the critical values of the test by a Monte Carlo calculation: fifty hundred samples were generated from a uniform distribution on (−1, 1) and the null distribution of D n,k was thus estimated, by using 3 knots. The results, collected in Table 7 , show that for all the selected distributions, our test performs reasonably well and it is better than the known Kolmogorov-Smirnov. This fact encourages further developments: investigations need for the study of the exact or asymptotic distribution of the statistic proposed and for a more complete study of the power of this test. Table 7 : Probabilities of rejecting hypothesis of uniformity using the δ n,k statistic (in bold) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (in italics) when sample size is 200.
Construction of bivariate distributions
The specification of a continuous joint bivariate distribution with fixed margins is required in many statistical applications. For instance, examining the robustness of multivariate tests, comparing the multivariate goodness-of-fit tests, simulating in a portfolio analysis, constructing a multivariate prior in Bayesian inference. In the literature various methods to form some families of bivariate distributions with given marginal and a dependence structure specified by a vector of parameters have been investigated (see e.g. [27] ). In the following, we illustrate a method to generate some bivariate distributions by using NLPC transformations which is based on Lancaster's thought ( [25] ). Let X ∈ Υ (D X ) and Y ∈ Υ (D Y ) be two r.v.s with densities f X and f Y respectively, {a h } and {b j } some normalized elements ofL 2 X andL 2 Y respectively. Then
is a joint density distribution on
Clearly {a h } and {b j } can be selected into the orthonormal bases ofL 2 X andL 2 Y respectively. To describe the dependence structure between X and Y one usually uses the Pearson's φ 2 index of independence, the covariance E X|y] . When the density is of the type (24), we have
If X and Y admit NLPCs, we can use the NLPC transformations ϕ h of X and ψ j of Y , normalized with respect to their standard deviations, to construct a bivariate distribution having a given structure of dependence in terms of φ 2 , covariance and regression functions. We illustrate the aforesaid idea in the case N = 1 obtaining some densities in the class of the Sarmanov family, which is a generalization of the popular Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM) family (see [27] , Chapter 5). This type of distributions is suited in modelling when dependence is small or moderate: the search of some extensions is motivated in increasing the maximal value of the correlation coefficient between the r.v.s involved.
For fixed (h, j) we have
where ρ satisfies the condition that |ρ| ≤ 1/ sup
and we choose
. Note that the dependence structure of the bivariate distribution is described through just the parameter ρ, i.e. the index of linear dependence between two selected NLPC transformations. In particular we have φ 2 = ρ 2 and, thanks to (16),
Besides the regression function is expressed in term of the NLPC transformations used: for example the regression function of Y on X is
It is proportional to ϕ h (x) and its sign depends on those of ρ and E ψ j (Y ) . The same arguments are valid for the regression function of X on Y .
In the following example we consider a family of bivariate joint distribution with uniform marginals for which the range of the correlation coefficient may be wider than the one for the FGM distribution.
Example 20 Consider a bivariate distributions whose marginals are uniforms on (−1, 1) (see the Example 8) . We obtain
(25) The function (25) will be non-negative if |ρ| ≤ 1/2. It is easy to see that φ 2 = ρ 2 , and the covariance is equal to 32ρ/ jhπ 2 2 for j = 2m + 1 and h = 2n + 1, m, n ∈ N, and 0 otherwise. Denoting by Cor (X, Y ) the linear correlation coefficient, if we take j = h = 1 we obtain |Cor (X, Y )| ≤ 48/π 4 . We note that this bound is appreciably wider than the one of the extension proposed in [26] which is the same as for the classical FGM:
for j = 2m + 1, m ∈ N, and equal to zero otherwise.
Technical results and proofs
This section is devoted to illustrate how to convert problem (23) into a generalized eigenvalue problem and thus to obtain an explicit expression for the estimates of NLPCs transformations by means of B-splines. The discussion is developed by two steps: first, we construct the spline approximations λ j,k and ϕ j,k of λ j and ϕ j respectively, assuming the density f X known and we derive the rate of convergence; second, we solve the problem of estimating λ j,k and ϕ j,k from a sample, and we study the behaviour of the estimators when the sample size goes to infinity. 
and ϕ j,k ∈ Ẇ 1,2 k as the corresponding maximizer.
To find solutions of (26) 
where 
where M k and M k have entries (B denotes the first derivative of a B-spline):
The stationary values of
k are the solutions of the equations
that is the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem F k θ = Q k θ which can be rewritten as
is the symmetric square root of the positive definite matrix Q k . The matrix M k is symmetric, positive definite and has k + d − 1 positive eigenvalues j,k with corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors η j,k . Thus the approximate solutions we look for are:
where θ j,k = Q −1/2 k η j,k . In the following theorem we summarize the most important convergence results about λ j,k and ϕ j,k adapting the issues in [29] .
Theorem 22 Fixed the positive integers j and d, under conditions (H1)-(H3) of Theorem 18:
(a) the sequence λ j,k converges (from below) to λ j and 
Proof of Theorem 22. Part (a) is a direct consequence of [29] . To prove part (b), observe that by (H2) the norm · 0 is equivalent to the standard Lebesgue norm g = g 2 (x) dx 1/2 and thus there exists c 1 > 0 such that
Let ϕ j,k be the projections of ϕ j on the subspaces Ẇ 1,2
k . There exists (see [29] ) a constant c 2 > 0 and a positive integer k 0 such that
From Theorem XII.6 in [16] and thanks to condition (H3) the result follows.
We discuss now the sample version of (26) 
k defined above. The functions
B s (X i ), provide a basis for it. As shown in [4] , there exists γ > 0 such that we have
and this probability goes to zero for n → +∞. The functionals F n and Q n in (23) have the following matrix representation with respect to the basis (28):
where D k,n = e t,s / k b s,n , M k,n = M s,t and M k,n = M s,t with:
Analogously to the approximation case, we have to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem F k,n θ = Q k,n θ which, if Q k,n is nonsingular, is equivalent to
k,n . In this case, the symmetric matrix M k,n has k + d − 1 eigenvalues j,k,n with corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors η j,k,n . The estimates we look for are thus
k,n η j,k,n . The existence and unicity of the solutions of (23) and the relevant results about the rate of convergence in probability of the sequence of the estimators to the spline approximates are stated in the following theorem.
Under conditions (H1)-(H3) of Theorem 18:
(a) a unique solution to the sample problem (23) exists except on an event whose probability goes to zero as n → +∞;
The proof of Theorem 23 makes use of arguments similar to the ones in [4] , and is based on asymptotics for matrices F k,n , Q k,n and M k,n , summarized in the next Lemmas 24 and 25. For the reader's convenience, we collect here the most important properties of B-splines to which we will refer (see [16] and [33] ): 
Denoting by · the euclidean norm on R p , as usual the norm |||A||| of a matrix A is defined as
Aw .
In the following lemma we prove the convergence in probability of the "empirical matrices" F k,n and Q k,n to the "approximation matrices" F k and Q k , respectively.
Lemma 24
The following conclusions hold:
Proof. Since 
By (32) we get
and, since by condition (H1) it is ζ = O (k), relation (33) follows.
To derive (34) we use the decomposition 
. Besides (H1), (H2) and (P1) imply that |||M k ||| = O(k −1 ) and, thanks to (32), we get ||| M k ||| = O P (k −1 ). So, we conclude that all the terms in (36) are o P (τ n ) and (34) follows. The result (35) is obtained by observing that, operating similarly to the proof of (34), it holds
(37) Then, from conditions (H1), (H2) and property (P4), we get |||M k ||| = O (k) and, thanks to (33) , ||| M k ||| = O P (k). It follows that all the terms in (37) are o P k 2 τ k,n and this concludes the proof.
Note that, by (35) , the probability that Q k,n is definite positive tends to one when n tends to infinity and in this sense Q −1/2 k,n exists. In the next lemma we show the convergence of the "empirical matrix" M k,n to the "population approximation matrix" M k involved in the eigenvalues problems (29) and (27) , respectively.
Lemma 25
Proof. Observe preliminarily that matrix Let ϑ be the minimum of the smallest eigenvalues of Q k,n and Q k . There exists (see [4] ) a positive constant c 5 such that:
By the preliminary remark, the smallest eigenvalue of Q k is not smaller than c 3 k −1 ; furthermore, by (35) we obtain ϑ −1 = O P (k). Finally, combining (35) and (40) (34), we obtain that the first and third term in (41) are o P k 3 τ n and the second one is o P (kτ n ); thus (39) follows.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 23.
Proof of Theorem 23. (a) Since, by Lemma 24, the matrix Q k,n is nonsingular except on a event whose probability tends to zero as n → +∞, there exists a solution for (23) whose unicity is guaranteed with probability that goes to one as n → +∞, thanks to the result proved in [28] . Paul Sabatier in Toulouse. We would like also to express our thanks to Elvise Berchio, Silvano Fiorin and Franco Tomarelli. Finally, we wish to thank an anonymous referee for his helpful comments and suggestions which have led to substantial improvement in the presentation of this paper. In any case, every mistake is ascribed entirely only to the authors. 
